The Department of Building Services Engineering (BSE) of The Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU) was visited by Salesian English School (SES) (慈幼英文學校) on 8 January 2016. The SES students and teachers enjoyed a meaningful afternoon tour full of sharing.

Dr. Vivien LU, Associate Professor of BSE Department, officially started the Visit by welcoming all SES students and teachers at the introduction session. Dr. LU introduced the World University Rankings of PolyU as well as the roles, objectives, accomplishments, facilities and recent developments of BSE.

The presentation was followed by Professor S.K. TANG’s overview of building services and academic programmes offered by the Department. In particular, BSE undergraduate programmes were introduced to the students. Professor TANG highlighted BSE’s endeavours to provide its students with the knowledge and training needed for the industry and discussed the importance of building services engineering in a wider context. Lastly, he encouraged the SES students to study hard in their HKDSE and secure the opportunity of getting into PolyU BSE programmes.
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Before the session came to an end, Professor TANG presented a souvenir to the school representative and thanked for their coming.
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A laboratory tour was led by BSE's Technical Officer, Mr. Michael FUNG, demonstrating the experimental set-ups and laboratory facilities to the SES students. The students were excited and eager to learn more about how they were operated.

A group of SES students participating in the BSE laboratory tour
The campus visit on 8 January 2016 was successful. BSE would like to express its deep gratitude for the SES’s interests in BSE and looks forward to meeting the students in the near future.